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Voices and Conversations by local members of the Eastern Federation of Mineralogical & Lapidary Societies
thanks Lizzie - for coming up with a perfect name for this newsletter

Please note that the EFMLS News Newsletter has been
suspended until further notice and EFMLS.org is the official website.
Meanwhile, please enjoy this publication.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEWS FLASH- Friday, July 9th at 6:00 pm on Zoom, the EFMLS will be holding an ACTUAL
Annual Meeting where ALL members can participate thanks to technology through Zoom
Like this newsletter, you have a voice with your vote!

Join all members, you deserve this vote! .
Annual Meeting Registration!

EFMLS Forward - - Just forward “The Forward” by email and share with your fellow
members. Is this an "Underground" newsletter? Call it whatever you like, but you can call it real
because it is real voices. Wanna make The Forward the official EFMLS Newsletter? Go to the EFMLS.
org Contact Us form here and type in the Comment Box, "Make The Forward Official!"!
7/2/21 - THE RESULTS ARE IN! "The Ballot" The USPS mailed Ballot Packet on 6/4/21 to all
EFMLS Board of Directors (local Presidents) on record has been received and counted. For the Ballot
results, see BOD link just below.
6/28 "THE COUNTDOWN HAS STARTED!" leading us to the New Federation on D-Day,
Friday, July 9 and the turning point at the Annual Meeting at 6:00 pm. Follow these paths before
reaching our destination...
https://efmls.org/about-us/leadership/primary-officers/our-president/
https://efmls.org/about-us/leadership/bod/
https://efmls.org/cmlc/
https://efmls.org/about-us/leadership/elections/
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(Zoom REG link below)
On Thursday, 7/8 @ 6:30 pm (EST!!)
The CMLC of the EFMLS Presents:
The RockHound INSIDE!

A Summit to continue the conversation among
members of all Mineralogical Communities
[IN]ternational [S]ummit for [I]nclusion, [D]iversity & [E]quity
– The RockHound INSIDE –

Regarding Fireworks...

This event is presented by the Diversity Program Office of the
EFMLS Change Management & Leadership Council.

For a complete list of openings, email

Do you consider yourself a "firework" or
know others who are? Now is the time to
We will have several Industry Guest Panelists from different Geo-/mineral Communities who spread your bright lights over the Federawill share their experiences on these issues and more! We believe there will be something for
tion.
everyone (open to all) to take away from this first of its kind Summit.
The Federation is now open for every posiFor details, Registration and see our 3 Industry Guest Panelists,
tion. Heck, if you want to create a position
go HERE TO REGISTER!
or program, you can likely do that too.

CMLC@efmls.org

EFMLS An nual Meeting
submitted by Cyndy Hummel
Convention Advisory Chairperson

2021 EFMLS Annual Meeting and limited
Convention
Please see NEWS FLASH on front page.
On Friday, July 9 at 6:00 PM, we'll be holding the 2021 Annual Meeting on Zoom. Please
join early at 5:50 after registering HERE. In a similar but very limited fashion we will
attempt to cover a few regular "ceremonial" Convention activities as we did last year when
I was in Hickory for the Saturday night of the 2020 Convention.
You may recall in the April 2021 Edition of the Forward that I looked into the current $400 stipend we give to the clubs who host
a Convention. After contacting the host clubs who held our Convention over the past 10 years it is clear that this amount isn't
working at all. Financially, it is not working and also causing bad relations with the host club and the Federation. I am proposing
the stipend amount to be increased to $800 based on this research and this amount be put to a vote at the upcoming Annual
Meeting.

Thanks, Cyndy
Cyndy@efmls.org

Safer Collecting and some things to make you think!
By Andy Brodeur, CT Valley MC (Springfield, MA) & EFAC Chair

Everything we do has a certain amount of risk involved and mineral collecting is no
different. We are constantly going to remote places with rough unfamiliar terrain and once
you start getting comfortable with them is when the bad stuff can happen! Complacency
will get you in trouble every time but with a little planning, maybe you won’t come back
with more than a scrape and sore knees.
With just a little knowledge and pre-planning you can make your collecting trips much safer for yourself and others
in your group, nothing can put a damper on a great day faster than an injury or incident that might have been
preventable. Having a few tools of knowledge will help make a bad situation better or avoid it all together! Have fun,
be safe and come to the next meeting with a good story about your collecting trip.
For full article, go here, and to learn more about the Eastern Field Access Council (EFAC) here.

“Never take Safety for Granite”
Please welcome Thomas Shelley, the new President of the Finger Lakes Mineral Club! For
more on Tom, go to the "Meet Your President Directors" page
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The Bittersweet Apophyllite
by Larry Rush

When I moved to Connecticut in the early 1960’s, I met a
retired physician, Henry Ferris, a member of the New Haven Mineral Club, who was also interested in minerals,
and we became collecting friends. Henry was a quiet,
dignified gentleman with a strong scientific mind who
appreciated the marvelous aspects of crystals and mineralogy. At one point early in our friendship, he showed
me an Apophyllite specimen that his son had acquired
for him while traveling in Brazil. While not a “world-class”
piece, it was very nice, with two well-formed lustrous
3cm crystals sitting in a hand-sized chunk of matrix. It
was appealing enough for me to make a light hearted
attempt at humor by suggesting that I would be happy
to trade him some locally collected poor quartz crystals for it. In typical fashion, he didn’t ridicule this joke,
but just smiled and made some innocuous answer. But
these silly little remarks became the basis of a humorous tease that went on for some 25 years to follow.
Whenever we were together, while collecting, at a club
meeting, or just socializing, one of us would always try
to have a witty proposal ready for the other about the
Apophyllite. It might be a dry comment about trading
an old car, or the best piece in my collection, or a favor,
such as free lawn mowing for life, or whatever.

Henry died while on a trip in the 80’s, and a short time
later, I learned that he had included in his will a mention
of the Apophyllite. In his typical, soft spoken, dignified
manner he had left the piece to me. The almost constant
lighthearted teasing of the past 25 years had come to its
end along with the life of my friend.
He had managed to get the last joke in.
The Apophyllite now sits in a prominent position in my
collection. Whenever I look at it, I remember Henry, and
our long-term joke, and realize that sometimes it is just
those kind of silly interplays between people that help
make true, long lasting friendships. I know that I won’t
part with this specimen in my lifetime, it has just too
much of a bittersweet memory attached to it.
Larry Rush
Guilford, CT
Founder, Shoreline Mineral Club

These quiet, sly exchanges sometimes consisted of only
a few words, a quick reference, or even a look or wink
at the right time. We always expected the other to have
some new complicated scheme in the planning stage
that was related to my getting the coveted Apophyllite. Our wives were never sure what was going on with
these oblique maneuverings, and probably thought we
were both a little crazed (and maybe we were!), especially when the phone would ring at some odd hour,
and it would be Henry, wanting to spring some new insane swap scheme on me. We tried our best (although
not always successfully) to come up with novel, clever
plots to try out on each other, springing them on the
other as surprise moves! We used the telephone, greeting cards and telegrams, notes in a bottle, anything we
could to keep the plot interesting. And, obviously, we
never wanted to consummate the trade, only to keep
the tease going!
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Change is easy once you accept and allow it to happen!
And please see my “Thank You & Farewell” (real President’s Message) on page 17.

If you haven’t been living under a rock, here’s the most popular “streaming” service on the internet by East Coast viewers of a certain
demographic.
The following is a sitcom/drama-edy with overtones of tenacity and fortitude (courage to change for a better way) as well as a
mockery of the recent discord in the EFMLS (politics, in-fighting, he-said/she-said & legal). Most of you have seen these machinations on display going on 2 years now. For an understanding of the actual references in this lighthearted look below, you will want
to reference the actors, props, settings, etc. in this mini-series you are about to “read,” by clicking on the Wrap Up Show at the end
of tonight’s episode.
Rated: S-SR
Senselessly-Sad Reality Television
Tonight, on EFMLS TV!
NARRATOR: “Previously, On The Bus!”
After years of short-term Bus Drivers, the regular passengers never expected a driver would stay more than a year or want to. “It’s
always been this way and who would even want or let alone consider staying on as the bus driver because we know the pay is lousy
and the company doesn’t even show them how to drive the damn thing.” “These fly by night Bus Drivers fulfill their yearly contract
and we hardly ever see them again except maybe once or twice on the street after they leave.” The Bus Company could never keep
a driver for longer than a year.
NARRATOR: "On tonight's episode of The Bus, - One Hell of a Ride..."
“After we get a few miles down the road, this new Bus Driver starts talking to us. Eh, okay, what’s a little chit-chat gonna hurt and some of
us started listening. He talked about the new improvements he wanted to make to the bus and it sounded nice but, it’s just a bus, and
yeah we’re just passengers here heading from Point A to Point B and that’s all most of us expect. We’re just paying our fare to get to
our destination.” “Next thing we know, this driver installs some new features that made the ride a little more enjoyable with some beneficial amenities but again, we’re fine just getting to our destination.” This is the beginning of Point A. “Most of the passengers could
not care less about anything the driver was trying to do for us but that didn’t seem to stop him. The driver somehow thought that if the
trip has more to offer then the passengers might just be willing to keep riding and tell their friends.” Which he believed would make the
Company happy because profits were down year after year.
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The (Almost) Hidden Monster (Odessa, DE)

by Dave Lines
Reprinted from Southern Maryland Rock and Mineral Club Rock Talk May / June 2021
Rich and I were exploring a tiny stream in the woods looking
for petrified wood. Since almost all of the ground itself was covered with verdant springtime vegetation, any patches of bare
soil were great places to concentrate our efforts. Rich had gone
in one direction and I had turned the other way. So far, during
our 30 minutes of searching, we had each found several decent
pieces of wood ranging from tiny to hand sized. I was walking
in the stream itself when I spotted a narrow deer trail going up
the stream bank. Because the trail offered some bare ground
where the deer hooves had dug in, I decided to follow the worn
path in hopes of picking up a few more specimens.
But first, a little background. Rich and I (as well as Alton who
drove separately) had decided just the evening before to participate in the semi-annual event called “The John Wolf Memorial Trip” in honor of a deceased beloved member of the
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club. Hosted by the fossil club
each spring before crop planting and again following harvest
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving, this field trip has become
a favorite of many local rock hounds. The host has generously
invited all those regional rock clubs interested in fossils from
Maryland, northern Virginia, Delaware and Pennsylvania since
the location (a large farm in Odessa, Delaware) provides plenty
of parking. Somehow, the trip announcement for this trip had
not been emailed to me as the Southern Maryland Rock and
Mineral Club field trip chairman. But a friend who is the Trip
Coordinator for the Delaware Mineral Society forwarded the
trip info to me at the very last minute --- on Friday afternoon
--- just the day before the scheduled trip on May 1st. After
some scrambling to get the “short notice” trip announcement
emailed to our club members, I called all those who had signed
up to attend the trip previously planned for March 21, 2020
--- over a year before. Because of the initial unknowns of the
COVID pandemic --- transmission methods? contagiousness? a
2.5 hour drive with stops at public gas stations and restrooms?
--- they had all elected to not attend the 2020 event. So I contacted those club members first to see if they could go on this
trip --- most could not due to previous plans.
The meeting time for this trip was set at the farm at 10:00 a.m.
--- with a request to not to begin looking in the fields before
that time. However, Rich drove for us and he likes to get on the
road early. We had set a time to meet at my house at 6:30 a.m.,
but Rich always arrives early, so we were pulling out my drive
by 6:30. Bottom line is that we arrived in Odessa a full hour early. What to do? Not ones to waste precious rock hounding time,
there was no question about it --- we decided to look somewhere else for an hour before going to the designated farm.
Since this was not our first trip to this area, we went to one of
several undisclosed alternate locations that we knew about.

Before I go back into further detail about that part of our adventure, let’s jump ahead to 10:00 when we arrived at the farm.
There were already at least 30 cars parked along the long farm
road so I called Alton on my cell to see if he had arrived. Yes --his truck was the first one at the far end of the line of vehicles.
Since this was his first try at finding petrified wood, I asked him
to join us so we could show him what to look for. While waiting for him, I talked with several other folks and showed one
lady (her first time there) how to spot the wood. She caught on
quickly and was happy to get some tips. When Alton arrived, I
did the same with him and within a few minutes, he had picked
up several pieces. In fact, he needed no more help because
he found a nice double fist sized hunk of petrified wood right
away.
The field had produced a crop of soybeans last year and the remaining winter weeds had been treated with herbicide about a
month ago, so the cover was very thin and it was easy to see
the ground. On top of that, the rainy wet weather last Fall had
obviously left the field soil very soft and muddy in spots because there were numerous areas throughout the fields where
the large combine tires had created deep ruts when the beans
were harvested. All this meant more bare ground and better
conditions for us to find petrified wood. And judging from our
buckets, find it we did. Rich, Alton and I all found some pretty
good pieces. Additionally, we picked up quite a few interesting rocks which ---surprisingly --- were very plentiful in some
areas of the fields. I think of Delaware as being flat with sandy
soil. These fields were fairly flat, but the soil here was very rocky
on some portions of the farm. And the rocks were of all sizes
--- some being as large as basketballs with rounded edges like
those in Southern Maryland. I even found a baseball sized piece
of pegmatite laced with mica crystals in smoky quartz. Red and
yellow jasper were also fairly common. I also saw some clear
smoky quartz and some rocks that looked like Patuxent River
Stone. I kept an eye out for native American artifacts but I did
not find any this time. I did see a perfect white quartz atlatl
point about 1-1/2 inches long that Ross of the Delaware Club
had found. Very nice.
In the early afternoon, Alton decided to call it a day. That lady
who I had helped at the beginning took a picture of the three
of us from SMRMC. Alton declared that he had had a great time
and he left at about 2 p.m. Rich and I looked at each other and
decided to return to our other alternate location as it seemed
to have more potential. We returned and found more wood –
especially in the small gulleys and bare areas in the woods.

continued on page 8
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Final President’s Message July / August 2021
continued from page 4
“The driver would always follow the most direct route but when he could take a scenic route (the High Road) and still
make it to the destination on time, he often would. At the mid-point of the trip, he stopped and picked up some new
passengers who had heard about the new and improved bus.” “I made some new friends when we stopped a little
while ago. This bus seems to be popular with the newer passengers, must be the new improvements.” “I found that I
had a lot more in common with those who got on recently, like I did.” Since there was very little traffic at the half-way
mark, the driver had extra time to stop and pick up more passengers because there are always open seats available on
the new and improved bus.
NARRATOR: “When we come back, some of the passengers become unruly.”
COMMERCIAL BREAK
At Mile Marker 41 some of the long-time passengers, notorious for being unruly and invested in the Bus Company,
started to get upset! “It wasn’t because of the scenic route or the unnecessary improvements (which they called
them), it was because they had for years always told the bus driver you can’t do this or you can’t drive that way and on
and on.” “The damn bus has Cruise Control settings and they’re there for a reason, they would shout. Since the unruly
folks had been passengers on this bus for ages and ages, they believed they owned the bus.” “When this Bus Driver
did anything that was not exactly the “way” the bus was supposed to go or operate those people would even make up
rules mid trip, they would scream, threaten and even gossip to the other passengers.” “Constantly, they kept calling
out the Bus Driver and, in a few cases, some of the new passengers would start to believe these unruly people because
they were relentless! The Bus Driver had to stop frequently because of this egregious behavior as it was upsetting other passengers. He would try to make it clear to all passengers that the Company’s Shareholder Policy precluded this
detrimental behavior, understood by most passengers. It was also clear these people were simply being disrespectful to all of the passengers, for what?” “I believe the Bus Driver wanted to throw them under the bus, understandable
given his pay grade, but knew he couldn’t pull off to the side while taking the High Road because he had a schedule to
meet.”
COMMERCIAL BREAK: Brought to you by the #1 Talcum Powder Company in America.
A few miles to go before the bus finally reaches its destination. “Finally, we’re pulling in and only a little later than we
expected or wanted.” “That was one hell of a ride. I liked the scenic parts but why do some people always ruin it for
others. I guess, that there’s always unruly passengers on the High Road, who just like to control everyone’s destination.” “The fact that they think they can tell the driver, any driver, what to do is absurd. I really don’t know why that Bus
Driver did this for so long.” “I would have kicked those nasty passengers out the minute we left the station.” As the bus
comes to a stop, the Driver announces on the intercom that the new Bus Company knows that the trip was delayed
due to these unruly long-time passengers.
NARRATOR: On the next episode of “The Bus” on EFMLS Television:
Here we are at Point B. Those unruly passengers will never be able to ride the bus again. The next Bus Driver will
not only be able to get to the next destination quicker, he or she will have a newer and improved bus. “The Company
Shareholders will now see that the “Passenger Experience” will be part of the journey in our future. That old Bus Driver
though, well, we didn’t see what he was always doing with his crew. Even when we were in transit watching the scenery, they were watching us and taking notes.” “I overheard the crew say -Crew Member 1: Oh did you see Pam in aisle
seat row 4? Crew Member 2: Uh, yah! Her eyes lit up when the driver threw out maybe we could get a college student
continued on next page
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continued from page 6
to be Bus Drivers.” “It looks like the crew couldn’t stop modifying the bus so that it will be more efficient in the future.
Most of us on the bus couldn’t see all the things that were broken and now, they’ve been reconditioned and with a
little bit of maintenance, the passengers can now have a smoother ride.” “I know the bus is a hybrid vehicle now and if
only those damn people would have just waited until they got off the bus, that driver had wanted to convert this bus
to electric, a modern vehicle.”
NARRATOR: And be sure to tune in afterwards for a recap of tonight’s episode, “One Hell of a Ride.”
Go to The Bus - Wrap Up Show

The Bus of the EFMLS

continued on page 17
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From the Excutive Committee

As most of the regular readers of this newsletter are aware, in May 2021, stakeholder members of the Federation were asked
to participate in a poll aimed at gauging the opinion of continuing membership in the American Federation (amfed).
It has become clear through this poll, that our affiliation with AFMS may be on life support, at least from the viewpoint of the
respondents. By an overwhelming margin, EFMLS stakeholders do not have a vested interest in the AFMS..

BENEFITS: The following graphs are based on the benefits listed in the
online poll.

continued on next page
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From the Excutive Committee

continued from page 8

THE BALLOT!

On June 4th, the entire Board of Directors on record was sent a two question ballot, via USPS mail.
For more info, go to https://efmls.org/about-us/leadership/bod/
1) Do you agree that the EFMLS must continue moving forward?
• In order for the Federation to continue the current upward trajectory, the removal and the preclusion of
future service in the EFMLS management of the following people who have engaged in actions which are in
direct violation of the EFMLS Bylaws.
(Please carefully review the timeline document)
Mary Bateman, Ellery Borow, Matt Charsky, Beverly Eisenacher, RJ Harris, Larry Huffman, Mark Kucera, Cheryl
Neary, Barbara Ringhiser, Heather Shields, Bill Stephens, Steve Weinberger
2) Do you agree that the EFMLS be dissolved?
• Dissolution is a legal process that would entail the BOD creating a plan which then must be accepted by
the Office of the NY State Attorney General for approval.
• Dissolution would also require disposition of the assets of the EFMLS, dividing the treasury or donating
to another organization.
The ballots were tabulated by Professional Registered Parliamentarian (PRP), Steve Britton, and the results
were presented to the Executive Council on July 2nd.
The Board of Directors, by a majority vote, have chosen to continue the forward and upward trajectory
which has been begun over this past year. They have also decided to remove the above named individuals
from the positions which they currently hold with the EFMLS and they are all hereby precluded from holding
any position in EFMLS going forward. Additionally, these individuals must return ALL Federation property
within 30 days to the Historian. Additionally, it should be clearly understood that none of these individuals
will currently, or in the future, represent EFMLS in any capacity.
This decision was made due to the participation in activities over the past two years which included but
were not limited to; attempts to hack the EFMLS.org website, lying to a fellow officer, conducting an illegal
"election", impersonating officers, impersonating legal counsel and disseminating false information. Said actions were and are detrimental to the Federation and it's image at large and also in direct violation of EFMLS
Current Bylaws.
Article 8: Section 8G: Any Officer derelict in their duties or whose conduct is such that it is considered detrimental to the welfare or reputation of the Federation may be removed from office by the two-thirds affirmative vote of the Board of Directors. Action shall be initiated by the Executive Committee by notifying the
Officer of the charges, allowing sufficient time for the officer to respond and recommending action by the
Board of Directors. The vote shall be taken by secret ballot.

NOTE - NY State nonprofit laws allow for removal without cause.
EFMLS Forward July / August 2021
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The (Almost) Hidden Monster (Odessa, DE)

by Dave Lines
Reprinted from Southern Maryland Rock and Mineral Club Rock Talk May / June 2021

continued from page 5
Back to beginning of the story when I was followed the deer trail
--- little did I know that this would turn out to be a very fortuitous
decision. I went up the stream bank and picked up a small piece
of petrified wood about 2 inches long laying right in the trail. The
trail lead along the edge of a pile of rocks that had been dumped
there many years ago by some farmer who had been clearing his
field. At this point, the deer trail sort of faded away into the green
vegetation. I turned to go back when I spotted what looked like
a small 3 inch piece of petrified wood poking out from under the
bottom edge of one of the rocks in the pile. I stopped and moved
one medium sized rock out of the way and reached down to pull
out the piece of wood. But it would not budge. I called out --- “Hey
Rich. Come here! Quick!!” He came right away and immediately
tried to use his garden scratcher to pull out the piece. No luck. It
would not move. Whoa! We began to move several other rocks
out of the way and I used my little rock pick (the smallest size they
make) to dig away the dirt along one side. At first, I assumed it was
just a slightly larger chunk buried in the dirt. But I could not find
the edge. I dug down about 6 inches and removed a goodly pile of
dirt --- fortunately, it was soft loam --- and then I removed another
large rock to the left of the protruding wood. Whoa --- there was
another piece of petrified wood showing about 2 feet away. Then
it dawned on us --- this was all one piece. Holy moly! We cleared
away more dirt and more rocks as it went down into the ground
at least a foot. We tried to pull it out several more times but a large
grapevine which had grown across the left end held it firmly in
place.

We had no way to cut the grape vine, so we concentrated on
the right side and kept digging away more dirt and big rocks.
Finally, we pulled the piece out from under the vine but the
sucker was hard to move. We pushed and rolled it out toward
the uphill side. It was a monster!
! Trouble is we only had about 15 minutes left before we needed to meet at the farm field and it was a hundred yards back to
Rich’s truck. I tried to pick it up. It was very heavy and about all I
could do to carry it just 10 yards. Rich took his turn and carried
it another 15 yards.
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Amazing that he went further than me. We decided that we
needed to try something different. We returned to the truck and
Rich got out a couple of nylon tie down ratchet straps which
we took back to the petrified wood and tied each around it.
Then we both grabbed a strap and together pulled it over the
ground back to where we could load it into the truck. Together,
we picked it up and put it into the back seat. We agreed not to
tell anyone at the field trip because of the commotion it would
cause.
So it remained there for the rest of the trip until we returned
to La Plata. Back home, Rich suggested we weigh it. Okay, I
could do that quickly with a
large galvanized tub, some
rope, a 250 pound scale and
my electric hoist in the shop.
Within minutes, we had it in
the tub and hoisted up.

Beforehand, Rich had estimated 60 to 70 pounds. The scale
showed it was 120 pounds! Incredible that us two old guys
had each picked it up. I washed it off the next day and it
showed beautiful tight grain and a lot of character with
small knots and an area where the straight tree trunk flared
out at the bottom of the tree. It is definitely a find of a lifetime, but way too large and heavy to display on a shelf in
my rock room. It will look great as a focal point out in the
flower bed in our backyard. The chipmunk will love it. And
just think, it had almost been totally hidden.

William H. Shores
1928 - 2021
Bill passed away at his home in Bernardston on 16 January 2021 He was 92.
Born in Easthampton, MA on 1 March 1928 the son of Paul and Carolyn (Breen)
Shores, Bill grew up on the Shores family farm located in North Bernardston.
Bill also loved geology and minerals and could tell you the origins of the mountains
of the Northeastern United States as well as the glacial activity. He was a member of
the Keene Mineral club and was past President of the Mineralogy Society of Brattleboro for several years.
Bill is survived by his wife of 65 years Greta (Gahn), and his sister Pauline F Fritts of
Springfield NH. He is also survived by his three daughters Carolyn Shores Ness (husband Eric) of Deerfield, MA; Paula Ann Reid (partner Fran Colson Jr) of Bernardston,
MA; and Sarah Jane Shores (partner Mark Kerski) of Amissville, VA. He has six grandchildren: William (wife MyKyoung) Ness, Andrew Ness, Samuel (wife Diane) Ness,
Victoria (husband Stanley Yazwinski) Ness, Daniel (wife Kate) Reid, and Christopher (wife Aleshia) Reid. He has seven
great grandchildren.

John Everett Nock
February 25 , 1965 - June 13, 2021
John Everett Nock, 56, Folly Beach, S.C., passed away on June 13, 2021, in D’Iberville, Miss.
He spent the last year of his life in Folly Beach, S.C., pursuing his true love, fishing!
Born on Feb. 25, 1965, John grew up in Swanton, played basketball for Southern High
School and loved Deep Creek Lake.
He received his B.S. degree at Frostburg State University and spent most of his working life
in the field of environmental remediation in Morgantown, W.Va., and surrounding area.
John lived life to the fullest, loved the outdoors and was known for having a good time.
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Screw it, I’m (we’re) going to the Hewitt
submitted by Jim Sipperly

FOREWARD by Lexi.
Unlike Diamonds, Collecting Sites aren’t Forever. Since
“The Hewitt” has seen new light (and life) going on a decade now, the quarry like most other sites, always hang in
the balance. Now that the balance may be leaning closer
toward the end again, you may want to try and get your
fill before the quarry may be filled, literally, covered over
with dirt. The property is for sale so the future of Hewitt
is uncertain. If your group is interested and want to say
“Screw it, I’m (we’re) going to the Hewitt,” that time may
be now. Email EFAC@EFMLS.org if interested.

Aqua found by on
5/30/21 by Jess &
Laura Jacobsen,
NoJMS (same
specimen below)

Pawsitively Yours,
Lexi, the Rockhound
“I’m not a “real” hound but I play one
on TV” Go to my webpage which I
share with the humans.

Rare Gem (not the Amazonite) – This is the back of a limited series T-shirt (circa 2012-2013)

Sometime around 2012, I went to the quarry that Joe said
he owned to get some flat stones for a wall around my
mother’s flower garden. We drove up to the area where
the building stone was, and I noticed a white pegmatite
outcrop. I told him “stop.” I was amazed that there were
some dump pits and actually a trench that was worked on
for what looked to be many, many years ago. When I asked
him about it, he didn’t know much. After loading up my
building stone, I asked him if I could come down and dig
around the trench area and he said “sure.” He gave me a
key and soon after, I started to work the trench area. After
clearing off the vegetation (mostly shrubs and small trees),
the pegmatite was better exposed after several periods
of rainfall. It became apparent to me that no one worked
a large area for a long time. I started finding large green
chunks of Amazonite and Feldspar, then hit a seam of
Schorl Tourmaline in a very coarse Peg.

continued on next page
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Screw it, I’m (we’re) going to the Hewitt
submitted by Jim Sipperly

continued from page 12
Then along the contact with the country rock, I hit a small
area that had pink crystals (Morganite), not gemmy but
nicely shaped and fairly large. Then I hit some smokey
quartz crystals that were not in good shape. I hit some
small Beryls as well and found some red Chlorophane
(Red Fluorite). After some time digging there and some
research, I discovered that this was the Hewitt Gem Mine.
When I brought some of my finds to the Meriden meeting,
people were amazed and some of my friends wanted to tag
along. So, we started to dig the area on a regular basis.

The weather was horrible but the experience great. The
guys who ran the pegmatite vein were super helpful and
very generous with their knowledge. I learned a lot and
returned with some very interesting samples and I do look
forward to the next field trip there! - Micki Reiss (NoJMS)
I had mentioned to one of the folks there that day, the idea
of owning a property like this is rather attractive. I could
see myself putting a cabin nearby so I could walk down to
my quarry whenever I felt like it. – Ryan Klockner (FOM-NJ)

Sometime later, we started to open it up to local club
members for a fee. We also started using power tools and
worked the core Pegmatite. Not long after that ,we discovered a large pocket of smoky quartz crystals that is under
a huge overhang. We worked that area extensively until it
was no longer safe to do so. The pocket still stretches under
the large massive overburden. This area is known as Frog
Hollow as it is often inundated with water. One Halloween
weekend in these early days, we hit a real nice green Tourmaline pocket
Over the past few years, clubs from all over New England
have come to dig. The rate is $30/person for the day,
$40/person using power tools. The trips are limited to 25
people, hard hats required when going “into the pit”
5/30/21 Hewitt Trip Report from members of the North
Jersey Mineralogical Society (NoJMS) & Friends of Mineralogy NJ Chapter.
Unfortunately, the place is up for sale. This would be a
shame if this is our only and last dig. We should try and get
back there in the fall Dave (Shapiro, aka “Ground Hog”). It's
a unique site that lets you dig anywhere you would like to.
I loved being able go find tourmaline, aquamarine, etc. and
even close to my home. Even in the rain, everyone was able
to leave the place with some nice pieces of crystals from
CT. The guys running the dig were excellent on knowledge
about the site, as well as showing us hospitality. Tony, Rhonda and Eric were great hosts and the guys even cooked up
hotdogs and hamburgers for the group, thanks to Rhonda
who bought and brought all the food. – Suzanne Shaw &

family (NoJMS)

see Jm's Gallery on the next page

continued on next page
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Screw it, I’m (we’re) going to the Hewitt
submitted by Jim Sipperly

continued from page 13

Jim’s Hewitt Gallery, continued
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Latest Awards and A "Thank You" to All
2021 EFMLS Citation Award - Larry Heath
2021 President’s “Service Above And Beyond”
(SAAB) Awards (5 this year)
-Lizzie Triano, Multiple EFMLS Committees (Danbury Mineralogical Society, CT)
-Andy Brodeur, Eastern Field Access Committee (Connecticut Valley Mineral Club, MA)
-Teddi Silver, Editors United (Delaware Mineral Society, DE)
-Pam Pollister, Change Management & Leadership Council (Philadelphia Mineralogical Society, PA)
-Recipient name not disclosed per individual’s preference.
There were so many individuals who contributed to your
Federation in 2020 & 2021 (and several in 2019) and we
would like to recognize everyone who pitched in and those
who showed up regularly on Zoom. Many of you participated in more than one event, area or EFMLS Committee (even
small tasks). We know we are missing many names here and
for that, we sincerely apologize. The following are not in any
specific order of gratitude. At the end of this list, we are also
thanking individuals who deserve special recognition and
their groups.
The EFMLS Executive Committee would like to thank!

Eric Hoffman, Patuxent Lapidary Guild (MD)
Linda Green, Tuscarora Lapidary Society (PA)
Thomas Shelley, Finger Lakes Mineral Club (NY)
Andy Celmer, Montgomery County (MD)
Laura Guillet, Keene Mineral Club (NH)
Sara Furbush, Worcester Mineral Club (MA)
Theresa Peek, Washington County Gem & Mineral Society
(ME)
Karenne Snow, Philadelphia Mineral Society (PA)
Rick Cernak, Worcester Mineral Club (MA)
Dave ''the Ground Hog" Shapiro, North Jersey Mineralogical Society & FOM-NJ (NJ)
Casper Voogt, Northern Virginia Mineral Club (VA)
Denise Nelson, Gem, Lapidary & Mineral Society of Washington, DC
Carrie Meyers, Central Pennsylvania Rock & Mineral Club
(PA)
Susie Lamb, Kanawha Rock & Gem Club (WV)

Susie Lamb, Kanawha Rock & Gem Club (WV)
Jeff Ursillo, Gem & Mineral Society of the Palm Beaches
(FL)
Michael Pabst, Shenandoah Valley Gem & Mineral Society
(VA)
Jeff Morrison, Multiple (New England)
Ryan Klockner, Friend of Mineralogy – New Jersey Chapter (NJ)
Michael Tedford, Orange County Mineral Society (NY)
Sandy Meilke, Miami Mineralogical & Lapidary Guild (FL)
Steve & Samantha Fodin, Penobscot Mineral & Lapidary
Club (ME)
Carl Quesnal, Boston Mineral Club (MA)
Pete Stoeckel, Pennsylvania Earth Science Association
(PA)
Lexi, Worcester Mineral Club (MA)
Cyndy Hummel, Tar Heel Gem & Mineral Club (NC)
Mike “The Pie Guy” Dunton, Monroe County Earth Science Association (PA)
Joe Cooper, Northeast Georgia Mineral Society (GA)
Art Wagner, North Shore Rock & Mineral Club (MA)
Bill & Joanna deLorraine, St. Lawrence County Rock &
Mineral Club (NY)
Bob Manlick, Worcester Mineral Club (MA)
Paul Martell, Bristol Gem & Mineral Club (CT)
Jim Stedman, Maryland Geological Society (MD)
Melissa Jesweld, Boston Mineral Club (MA)
Alicia Benoit, Rhode Island Mineral Hunters (RI)
Anna Schumate, New York Mineralogical Club (NYC)
Betty Sumner, Central Florida Mineral & Gem Society (FL)
Wayne Corwin, Connecticut Valley Mineral Club (MA)
Alvin Theriault, Penobscot Mineral & Lapidary Club (ME)
Julie Morales, Southeast Massachusetts Mineral Club
(MA)
Vince Albicelli, Philadelphia Mineralogical Society (PA)
Patrick Bigos, Southeast New Hampshire Mineral Club
(NH)
Fred Wilda & Helen Rodak, Connecticut Valley Mineral
Club (MA)
Mark Leipert, Delaware Valley Earth Science Society (NJ)
Reggie Bolton, Alabama Mineral & Lapidary Society (AL)
John & Alison Pacut, Orange County Mineral Society (NY)
Mitch Portnoy - R.I.P., New York Mineralogical Club (NYC)
Diane Angus, Nassau Mineral Club (NY)
Claudia Barton, Northeast Georgia Mineral Society (GA)
Fritz Moritz, Lapidary & Mineral Society of Central Connecticut (CT)
continued on next page
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Charles Powell, Moraine Rockbusters (PA)
Sue Goldman, Nassau Mineral Club (NY)
Diane Beckman, New York Mineralogical Club (NYC)
David Glick, Nittany Mineralogical Society (PA)
Carole Grass, Burlington Gem & Mineral Club (VT)
Dane Transue, Pennsylvania Earth Science Association
(PA)
Scott Peters, Philadelphia Mineralogical Society (PA)
Shirley Autio, Southeastern New Hampshire Mineral Club
(NH)
Lynne & Bernie Emery, Chesapeake Gem & Mineral Society (MD)
James Tomlin, Gem & Mineral Society of Lynchburg (VA)
Walter Priest, Gem & Mineral Society of the Virginia Peninsula (VA)
Catherine Cummins, Bristol Gem & Mineral Club (CT)
Rick Smith, Maryland Geological Society (MD)
David Fryauff, Micromineralogists of the National Capital
(VA)
John Weidner, Mineralogical Society of the District of Columbia (DC)
Ti Meredith – R.I.P., Northern Virginia Mineral Club (VA)
Sondra Fielder, Southern Maryland Rock & Mineral Club
(MD)
Dave Lines, Southern Maryland Rock & Mineral Club
Jim & Bonnie Hird, Kanawha Rock & Gem Club (WV)
Larry Abbott, Ohio Valley Gem & Mineral Society (WV)
Donald Isley, Smokey Mountain Mineral Society (TN)
Walt Kubilius, Aken Gem, Mineral & Fossil Society (SC)
Dean & Terry Russell, Catawba Valley Gem & Mineral Club
(NC)
Sandra Sullivan, Alabama Mineral & Lapidary Society (AL)
Dan Kohn, New Jersey Lapidary Society (NJ)
Jim Sipperly, Lapidary & Mineral Society of Central Connecticut (CT)
Beth Meyer, Southwest Florida Gem, Mineral & Fossil Club
(FL)
Thad Wolosinski, Burlington Gem & Mineral Club (VT)
Rhonda Detlefsen, Bristol G&MC / LMSCC (CT)
Shane Maxwell, Boston Mineral Club (MA)
Wanda Turcotte, Southeastern New Hampshire Mineral
Club (NH)
Sherri Blennerhassett, Rhode Island Mineral Hunters (RI)
Larry Bull, Worcester Mineral Club (MA)
Ron Nelson, Orange County Mineral Society (NY)
Tim Stefanoski, New Jersey Lapidary Society (NJ)
Larry Rush, Shoreline Mineral Club (CT)
Christine Verdi, Delaware Mineralogical Society (DE)
Merrill Dickinson & Family, "R.I.P Merrill" southeast PA
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AND BIGGEST THANKS TO ALL THE LOCAL EDITORS WHO
TOOK PARTICIPATED IN EDITORS UNITED INDEPENDENT
GROUP! It has come to our attention, that the Editors
United Group is a Non-Sanctioned Group of the American Federation!
Cassandra Franklin-Barbajosa – Gem, Lapidary & MS of
Washington, DC)
Sara Powers – Worcester MC / MA
June Rogier – Presidential G&MS / NH)
Richard Simcsak – Southern Maryland R&MC / MD
Diane Legg – Kanawha R&MC / WV
Anita Honkonen – Nashoba Valley MS / MA
Geoff Carton – Chesapeake G&MS / MD
Alice Wack – Burlington G&MC / VT
Elaine Giacomo – Keene MC / NH
Maureen Hartje – Staten Island GS / NY
Susan Blas – Augusta G&MS / GA
Steve Gordon – G&MS of Lynchburg / VA
Barbara Hadley – Richmond G&MS / VA
Dan Imel – Rochester LS / NY
Jennifer McAndrews – Nassau MC / NY
Jody Shaw – Tuscarora LS / PA
Ed Clopton – Maine M&GS / ME
Melissa Jesweld – Boston MC / MA
Alice Haydamach – Long Island M&GS / NY
We would like to thank all of the Zoom Presenters over
the past year:
Bob & Evan Jones (Wulfenite) & (Young Collectors Q & A)
Evan Jones (Milpillas)
Dr. John Rakovan (Apatite)
Dr. John Hughes (Apatite)
Fred Davis (Ruggles Mine)
Eileen Wimmer (Insurance Q & A)
Rick Cernak (Coronavirus Safe Collecting Protocols)
Ryan Klockner (Geology365.com)
Dr. Lisa White (UC Berkeley Paleo Museum / DEI Programs)
Dr. Philip J. Stokes (Penn Dixie Fossil Park / DEI Programs)
Dr. Stephen K. Boss (U of Arkansas / DEI Programs)
Dr. Tyler Louise Spano (Oak Ridge National Labs / DEI
Programs)
Dr. Ann Benbow (Executive Director of the Mineralogical
Society of America / DEI Programs)

Final President’s Message July / August 2021
continued from page 7
And now, a “Thank You” from your “Once Upon a Time” President…
I can’t say I don’t know where to begin or end this for that matter. I know where. My first time as a Mineral-type President began
in 2011 in the New Haven MC (CT) when I was asked to be President there by Art Doyle (Thank you, Art!). Next, Katie Collins of the
EFMLS asked me if I would get in line to be President here (Thank you, Katie!).
When I assumed the position (many of you know me too well and that I could not help myself using this reference) of EFMLS President, I had the support of the OG of the Federation until I simply decided to “act and actually do something.” Act, to give those who
pay dues something more than Insurance because if we’re only a 1 product business the days of this Federation are simply numbered. Societies have been leaving the EFMLS at a steady rate which is “the” reason I did what I did and this reason started on Day 1.
To save this Federation. Unfortunately, there were people who didn’t read that memo. So I want to especially thank the following
individuals; Cheryl Neary (who made “ALL THIS” happen), Bev Eisenacher, Bill Stephens, Ellery Borow, Steve Weinberger, Barbara
Ringhiser, Mary Bateman, Matt Charsky and my good friend Heather. Thank you for showing me your true colors! The good thing
now is that everyone who comes in to run the Federation in the future, won’t need to thank them again.
Farewell Friends!
Always Sincerely,
David

(oh, and lastly… you know I couldn’t end with some final something. To my “word” that no one remembers, back in 2019 I think I
had mentioned in a P-Msg that I would comment before I leave office, on the “sharing of email addresses” I was kindly requesting
at that time of all local Society Members email addresses (your internal Membership List). When we sign up for a Gmail Account (or
whatever email company), we don’t technically own that email address. In this case, Google does. I’m not singling out Google but
since they are the biggest kid on the block, they in part, got to be the biggest because they (and the others) have shared (sold really)
“your” email, your data, your searches and who knows what else. If you followed my actions after that request for email addresses
in early 2019, you would have seen how I’ve been a tyrant about our member's personal information. That’s why the EFMLS errs on
the side of caution now with your personal info, especially not listing home addresses anymore, anywhere.
I will always be most bitter about the AFMS letting scammers walk in and take your email addresses so these bastards (not the AFMS
but, hmm, even this is tempting) can go phishing. Gotta be close to 20 years or so (not just us but the other Regional Federation
Websites that used to use their server) they didn’t bother securing their website. Can’t they bother with a SSL Certificate which has
been available for years under $100 dollars? Really? Until recently (which I think they finally got one)? Okay, here’s your individual
AFMS dollars at work, you all not only pay to be an AFMS member for what exactly, but they couldn’t serve you by protecting your
sacred email addresses. Boy, we sure did not only pay for AFMS membership dues but we “paid” by getting phished, sometimes year
after year. Thank you AFMS! It’s no consolation that there have been AFMS Officers who have fallen for phishing scams because the
scammers were able to get money out of an AFMS bank account not that long ago. And someone in the EFMLS many of you know.
That’s your money too. I don’t think we should go so far and insult them by sending them a “Thank You” card? But hey, whatever
you all do next, I just ask you to please watch your money you send to any “Federation.”
I tried really hard to not go to these depths, calling out the wrong doing like I just did above during most of my time in this place
over the years. And finally, if you knew who I was back in 2019 and my value system which is who I am, if I had been entrusted with
your email lists, I would have done right by you and protected “your” email addresses. I knew then what I know now, if I could have
had more email addresses and reached out to serve you like I always have, we would have sold that Tanker (the ship the EFMLS was
contained in) and we’d probably have a comparable sized Yacht by now.
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Upcoming Shows
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